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ABSTRAcT
Mass valuation of properties is important for purposes like property tax, price indices construction, and 
understanding market dynamics. There are several ways that the mass valuation can be carried out. This paper 
reviews the conventional MRA and several other advanced methods such as SAR, Kriging, GWR, and MWR. 
SAR and Kriging are good for modeling spatial dependence while GWR and MWR are good for modeling 
spatial heterogeneity. The difference between SAR and Kriging is the calculation of weights. Kriging weights 
are based on the spatial dependence or so called the semi-variogram analysis of the price data whereas the 
weights in SAR are based on the spatial contiguity between the sample data.  MWR and GWR are special 
types of regression where study region is subdivided into local sections to increase the accuracy of prediction 
through neutralizing the heterogeneity of autocorrelations. MWR assigns equal weights for observations within 
a window while GWR uses distance decay functions. The merits and drawbacks of each method are discussed.
Keywords: Spatial prediction, property price indices, spatial econometrics
InTRoducTIon
For long, it has been a problem to assess property values accurately.  Assessors and appraisers are 
known to be able to estimate values of properties through their accumulated knowledge.  However, 
the challenges are (i) the accuracy and consistency of these valuations that refers to the weights that 
appraiser gives to specify the quality of the appraised value, and (ii) the speed of which the appraising 
process can take place.  Correct and up-to-date assessment of property values is not only important 
to owners of the properties and real estate agencies but also to the local governments whom must 
define the taxes to be imposed on the properties based on their values.  It is also a requirement that 
property values must be regularly updated in order for the taxes to be accurate and fair. 
Over the past decades, property valuation has evolved from simple empirical judgments to 
automated valuation models and their applications have extended from single property to mass 
valuation (Clapp, 2003).  Manual methods of expert valuation although effective, are subjective, 
inconsistent, and prone to errors (Adair and McGreal, 1988; Benjamin et al., 2004).  For large 
jurisdictions that encompass thousands or millions of properties, manual valuation if possible, is time 
consuming.  Therefore, automated valuation models are invented to solve for these types of problems. 
Automated valuation models consist of a database of property values and their characteristics and, 
current transactions of the properties, in a region of interest.  The second major part of automated 
valuation models is the statistical method that is used to estimate property prices.  The third part 
is the output and graphical user interface to do the communication and visualization of the output 
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of the models.  The methods of mass property valuation for so long have been confined to sales 
comparison method and Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA).  However, apparent deficiencies of 
these methods have been the motivation for the usage of body of methods that are invented and 
borrowed from other disciplines to increase the accuracy of valuation.  Improved accuracy of the new 
methods is possible by explaining parts of error of regression through consideration of the spatial 
autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity.  These effects are materialized when there is influence in 
terms of human communication and market demands on the property prices.  Currently, these new 
methods are divided into two main sections that either deal with spatial autocorrelation or spatial 
heterogeneity.  Both of these streams have their own sound theoretical basis although they may need 
to be merged to be more effective.  A few methods like moving window kriging tries to deal with 
both of these effects.  This paper aims to provide a review on methods of mass valuation and their 
improvements in the spatial domain that have been made in recent years.  The composition of the 
paper is as follows: Section two provides the taxonomy of property mass valuation methods.  Section 
three presents MRA, the de facto standard of mass appraisal model.  Section four discusses models 
for spatial regression and prediction which includes spatial autoregressive models, geostatistical 
models, and local models.  Section five provides future research directions and Section six concludes 
the paper by highlighting the important points. 
TAxonoMy of MASS VAluATIon METhodS
MRA model is the de facto standard for mass valuation of properties.  The model originated from 
non spatial discipline did not address peculiarities of spatial data like property data.  Several other 
models emerge that largely aim to modify the MRA model to take care of spatial effects.  The spatial 
econometrics research contributed the global Spatial AutoRegressive (SAR) models.  These models 
are known as the Spatial Lag Model (SLM).  Spatial Error Model (SEM), General Spatial Model, and 
Spatial Durbin Model (SDM).  The geographic research contributed local models of Geographically 
Weighted Regression (GWR) and Moving Window Regression (MWR).  The geostatistics research 
contributed the various kriging models including Regression Kriging (RK) and Moving Window 
Kriging (MWK).  Fig. 1 shows the taxonomy of mass valuation models.
MulTIPlE REgRESSIon AnAlySIS (MRA)
MRA is a statistical methodology that utilizes the relationship between two or more independent 
variables (characteristics of properties like size of living area, number of bedrooms, number of 
bathroom, and so on) and a dependent variable (price of properties).  The dependent and independent 
variables are regressed using properties of known prices to determine the established relationships 
(coefficients) between the two types of variables (Adair and McGreal, 1988).  The determined 
coefficients are then used for the prediction of prices of unsold properties in the same stock.  MRA 
determines the coefficients with the least possible error (Benjamin et al., 2004) using the Ordinary 
Least Squares (OLS), maximum likelihood (ML), or Weighted Least Squares (WLS) estimation 
techniques with OLS being the most popular (Ambrose, 1990; Beach and MacKinnon, 1978).  The 
OLS method minimizes the sum of square of residuals or errors.  The regression coefficients that 
are derived based on OLS shall be best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE). 
However, there are some drawbacks on the use of MRA in property valuation relating to spatial 
autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, the two spatial effects inherent in property data (Mark and 
Goldberg, 1988; Fletcher et al., 2000).  Spatial autocorrelation means that the residuals are spatially 
correlated; off diagonal elements of the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated residuals deviate 
from zero indicating that the two observations that define the elements are spatially correlated. 
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Spatial autocorrelation is the result poor of specification of the regression model which may be due to 
incomplete or missing spatial variables that accounted spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity 
in property data.  The inclusion of spatial variables makes the models more complete from the point 
of view of regressing spatial phenomena.  Unaccounted spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity 
also makes the residuals deviate from normal distribution.  Heteroscedasticity is partly due to spatial 
dependence and heterogeneity, and partly due to non-spatial reasons.  It is difficult to separate the 
effects but accounting for spatial dependence and heterogeneity may reduce heteroscedasticity. 
Varieties of ways are available for assessing the presence of spatially correlated residuals and 
heteroscedasticity (Belsley et al., 2004).  Spatially autocorrelated residuals and heteroscedasticity 
violate the presumption of OLS that the residuals must be uncorrelated and normally distributed 
with zero mean and constant variance, i.e., e ~ N (0, σ2I).  This makes the OLS estimated coefficients 
biased and unsuitable for inference.  The ending effect is that the predicted property prices are 
unreliable. 
Appraisal communities in the developed and developing countries have realized the power 
of computerized mass appraisal and statistical methodology.  MRA technique, given its medium 
accuracy, flexibility, and ease of use is the preferred method that is embedded into the valuation 
systems especially for tax purposes (Tretton, 2007).
SPATIAl REgRESSIon And PREdIcTIon
The major reason for the low predictive capability of the MRA is ignoring spatial dependence and 
spatial heterogeneity.  Spatial dependence can be seen when we consider that not only the price of a 
property is influenced by the prices of the surrounding properties but the characteristics of a property 
Fig. 1: Mass valuation models
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are also influenced by the characteristics of surrounding properties.  Spatial heterogeneity can be 
seen when unit price of land varies from urban to suburban, to rural areas, across a region of interest. 
Regression methods have advance to incorporate spatial effects.  It was shown that regression 
errors can be reduced and consequently increasing its predictive capability by adding independent 
variables describing the spatial characteristics of the properties like in spatial autoregressive models 
or devising a regression procedure to capture spatial heterogeneity like in local models (Paez et al., 
2008; Buyong and Valivalo, 2010; Fotheringham et al., 2002).  On the other hand, spatial dependence 
in property prices is exploited in the prediction of the prices in the method of geostatistical kriging 
(Gallimore et al., 1996; Bonrassa et al., 2003; McCluskey and Borst, 2007).  We will discuss these 
advances in the following subsections.
Spatial Autoregressive Models
Spatial AutoRegressive (SAR) models, also called spatial models is a group of models that improves 
the accuracy of property price prediction of the MRA model by incorporating spatial dependence 
of properties in the functional model.  The spatial dependence parameters are estimated along with 
the regression coefficients.  First is the Spatial Lag Model (SLM) that models the dependency of 
property prices; the price of a property is dependent on the prices of its neighboring properties. 
Second is the Spatial Error Model (SEM) that models the spatial dependence of the error terms; 
an error induced by a property is dependent on the error of nearby properties.  Third is the General 
Spatial Model (GSM) that model both the dependence of prices and errors of neighboring properties; 
it combines the SLM and SEM into one model.  Last is the Spatial Durbin Model (SDM) that 
models the dependency neighboring property characteristics (Militino et al., 2004; Anselin, 1988; 
Anselin and Bera, 1998; Anselin and Lozano-Gracia, 2009).  When spatial dependence are explicitly 
modeled, the model specifications are more complete and thus, are able to produce more accurate 
prediction (Ismail et al., 2008; Cohen and Coughlin, 2008).
SAR models incorporate spatial weight matrices that are based on the concept of spatial 
neighbors.  Two most commonly used strategies to define spatial neighbors are Delaunay 
triangulation and k nearest neighbors when properties are represented by their centroids.  Properties 
that are spatial neighbors to a subject property receive the value of one while those that are not 
spatial neighbors receive zero values.  It is normal to try various values of k until satisfactory results 
are obtained when the k nearest neighbors strategy is used.  When the rows and columns of the 
weight matrix arranged such that the subject property is at the main diagonal, the weight matrices 
are usually sparse and banded.  Literature regarding the application of these models in the property 
price valuation shows improvement in the property price prediction.
Geostatistical Kriging
Geostatistical kriging is another technique to deal with the spatial autocorrelation.  This technique 
does not fall into the category of regression models since it primarily deals with the property prices 
and tries to predict the price of unsold properties using the spatial relationship between the prices 
of sold properties.  The spatial autocorrelation first needs to be rectified through a process called 
variography and then the information that is derived from the variography of the price data will be 
used to form simultaneous equations or kriging system to determine the price of unsold properties. 
Variography starts with calculating the differences or semi-variances between all pairs of data that 
are a specific distance apart.  By plotting the semi-variances against different distances and modeling 
these relationships, we can estimate the degree of relationship (or differences to be more exact) in 
entire region and therefore we can use this information to predict the price of any unsold property 
(Chica-Olmo, 2007).
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The method of geostatistical kriging has some drawbacks.  First, although it gives more weight 
to the surrounding points, it is a global method, that is, like the MRA, it uses the entire dataset 
to predict the price of unsold properties while as we have mentioned in Section I, the nature and 
degree of spatial dependence is different in different parts of the region.  To tackle this problem, the 
method of moving window kriging is used so that for any unsold property, we will use the spatial 
dependence information only in that specific window rather than the global information.  Beside 
prices, there is other property characteristic information available.  The method of co-kriging uses 
other important highly correlated property characteristics in the neighboring properties to predict 
the price of the unsold property.  This method is theoretically sound since the price of a property 
is not only influenced by the prices of its neighboring properties but also by the characteristics of 
the neighboring properties.  This method adds more difficulty in computational aspects because 
the spatial dependence information now comes from more than one variable across the region. 
Co-kriging, however, ignores the characteristics of the unsold property that its price is going to 
be predicted which can be seen as a drawback of the method.  Normally, cokriging is used in the 
situations where the secondary variables (property characteristics) are observed less sparsely than 
the primary variables (property prices) which seldom happen in property data.
To deal with this problem, another method called regression kriging (RK) is used that is based 
on the simple MRA model but with added spatial dependence information.  Regression kriging 
that is usually used in the literature (Dubin, 1999; 2003; Anselin et al., 2004) takes the residuals of 
simple MRA method and performs a kriging on them so that for each unsold property there will be 
a predicted error.  This error will then be added back to the MRA analysis and then price will be 
calculated for that specific property using its own property characteristics (independent variables). 
Variations of this method could be invented using the spatial lag or spatial Durbin models.
Local Models
Spatial heterogeneity plays a major role in modeling spatial phenomena because spatial heterogeneity 
might be more important than the spatial dependence especially in modeling property prices. 
Local models have been developed to capture spatial heterogeneity; the MRA model is repeatedly 
regressed in several smaller areas until the region of interest is covered.  If the nature of the spatial 
relationships is different at different places in a study region, we can estimate the coefficients and 
then do the prediction locally such that the determined relationships are confined in the well defined 
neighborhoods, called windows.
The windows of local models can be of various forms, shapes, and sizes.  The most convenient 
for property price modeling, however, is windows of irregular-shaped boundaries with varying sizes 
depending on the distribution of neighboring properties to be included in the windows.
Regression windows may be centered at data points (sold houses) or non-data points (unsold 
houses).  If data points are a lot less, as usually happen in property price modeling, it might be 
better to center regression windows at data points because of less total computer regression time; 
If regression windows are centered at non-data points, the advantage occurs during prediction; the 
center of regression windows, being non-data points, can be predicted directly using the determined 
coefficients.  It is not possible to do this if regressions are centered at data points.  Extra work is 
required to determine in which regression window a predicted point lies and use coefficients of that 
window in the prediction.  A weighted mean is required if the predicted point falls in more than 
one regression window.  In property price modeling, we are convinced that centering regression 
windows at data points is a better deal. 
Window regressions necessitate the use of a subset of data points for each window where 
these points are the closest to the center of regressions.  The issue is how many data points to be 
considered.  If spatial heterogeneity exists in a strict sense in a region of interest, each observation 
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should have a different value of coefficients and a global MRA model produces biased estimated 
coefficient.  Local models reduce this biasness and require the coefficients to be the same for all 
observations in each window; coefficient values between local areas may vary.  This can be achieved 
by considering observations very close to the regression points.  This option, even though produces 
estimated coefficients with small bias, reduces the effective sample size producing coefficients 
with large variances and thus unreliable.  Considering observations far from regression points may 
produce estimated coefficients with small variances and increasing reliability but with increasing 
bias.  In line with the bias-variance trade-off is the issue of prediction accuracy.  Too few observations 
produce prediction of lower accuracy but too many observations do not necessarily increase the 
accuracy of prediction significantly.  The bias-variance trade-off in estimation and accuracy in 
prediction in local models must be effectively handled.  We would like to use the optimum number 
of data points for each window to solve these issues.  For the moment, the criterion is the accuracy 
of prediction and the most widely used strategy is the cross validation; it determines the optimum 
number of neighboring data points to be included in a regression. 
Local models produced k sets of coefficients where k is the number of regression windows. 
As a result, local models make local statistics such as local R2, local Moran, etc. to be available 
naturally.  The k sets of coefficients also allow continuous map of coefficients to be made so that the 
dynamics of regression coefficients can be seen.  Local models are mostly appraised in the literature 
for their ability to prove the non-stationarity of property prices because the different relationships in 
different parts of a region can be proved through mapping of regression coefficients in the region.
Geographically Weighted Regression
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) is the most popular local models.  At each regression 
window, only a subset of observations nearest to the regression point enters the regression and these 
observations are weighted according to some distance decay functions.  Observations near the 
regression point receive higher weight while observations further from regression point receive lower 
weight.  Due to unequal weighting of observations, the WLS estimation is used instead of the OLS.
Moving Window Regression
Moving Window Regression (MWR) is another version of local models.  The only difference 
between GWR and MWR is in the way weights are assigned to observations that are included in 
regression windows.  Unlike in GWR, all observations that are included in regression windows are 
weighted equally in MWR.  This is to say that observations will influence the subject property by 
the same amount no matter how far they are from the subject property.  This weighting strategy 
makes MWR loses out to GWR because it contradicts to the theory of spatial dependence and thus 
make MWR less popular compared to GWR.  On the other hand, MWR is simpler to implement 
because it uses OLS estimation due to equal weighting of observations.
fuTuRE dIREcTIonS
Past research segregated spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity in the effort to produce 
more accurate prediction.  Since spatial effects in inherent in property data comprise both spatial 
dependence and heterogeneity, future research should focus on the combination of both effects on 
increasing the capacity of the error reduction in regression analyses.  
The focus of spatial autoregressive, local and geostatistical models is primarily on the spatial 
domain.  We know very well that property data have both the spatial dimension and time dimension. 
The interaction of the time and space on property data cannot be underestimated.  Such effects 
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which are called spatiotemporal effects are now being investigated and their feasibility in property 
price modeling are considered by the researchers.  Another trend of research is on the usage of the 
time based geostatistics or soft geostatistics and model based geostatistics that uses the Bayesian 
approaches for the increase of prediction accuracy.  The Bayesian approaches in the regression 
analysis are also being used more frequently in the literature.
Another major research area is on the software development for the ease of conduct of the 
appraisal using thousands of transaction data that are now being increasingly accessible to valuation 
professionals.  Software platforms like R system and Geoda framework have readymade sections 
for the development of the spatial weight matrices that could used by the other proprietary and non 
proprietary software (Anselin et al., 2004).
concluSIonS
Speed, consistency, and accuracy of mass valuation are now a demand that appraisal communities 
are challenged with.  Using the traditional method of MRA will result in high margin of error and 
therefore for most cases is unreliable.  MRA however provides a benchmark on top of which other 
methods are built and tested.  Most common problems associated with simple MRA are ignorance 
of spatial effects in the model.  Spatial dependence which is the influence of near properties on each 
other is important and should be somehow considered in MRA.  The nature of these effects is not the 
same everywhere however and this difference will create spatial variability, spatial heterogeneity, 
or market segmentation.  The gust of all of the spatial models is to increase the influence of nearest 
neighbors or prevention of farthest neighbors to influence the prediction for unsold property.  Spatial 
models aim to improve MRA by adding spatial dependence components to the formula using the 
connectivity weights either in the response variable (SLM) or error terms of regression (SEM). 
Geostatistical kriging aims to introduce a new type of prediction using the information inherent 
to the geographical distribution of price or its relation to the property characteristics of nearest 
neighbors.  Local models try to segmentize the region based on specific windows and predicting 
for the unsold property based on those windows.  The method of MWR gives equal weight to the 
neighbors influencing a subject property in the windows while GWR imposes spatially varying 
weights that more closely resembles the data generating process.  GWR is useful for ascertaining 
the degree of spatial heterogeneity in the area.
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